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Tracker arm designed 
to clear the lip and 
provide retraction

Patient tracker 
remains out of the 
way during surgery

Secure and stable 
attachment

Navigate a wide range of 
cases including terminal 
dentition, full-arch, and 
dual full-arch cases

Special bone-screw 
design – flapped 
or flapless

Different arm designs 
based on handedness 
of the user

EDX system benefits



EDX starter kit

XNVP010872 (RH)XNVP010871 (LH)

Anterior 
maxillary arm

2x EDX Screws  
and EDX Nuts

XNVP010921 (8mm)

XNVP010876 (RH)XNVP010875 (LH)

Anterior 
mandible arm

EDX Nut Driver – XNVP010859
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Full-arch workflow with X-Mark

1. Scan and plan

2. Attach patient tracker using EDX hardware

3. Virtually register the patient with X-Mark

4. Perform navigated surgery 

Combine EDX 
with X-Mark™ 
to elevate your 
X-Guide® game

nobelbiocare.com/en-us/x-guide

To order or for a product demo
Contact your sales representative 
or our customer service team

nobelbiocare.com/contact
800 322 5001
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